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A quantum sequencer offers a scalable electrical platform for single-molecule analysis of genomic events. A

thymidine (dT) analog exhibiting uniquely high single-molecule conductance is a key element in capturing

DNA synthesis dynamics by serving as a decodable marker for enzymatic labeling of nascent strands.

However, the current design strategies of dT analogs that focus on their molecular orbital energy levels

require bulky chemical modifications to extend the p-conjugation, which hinders polymerase

recognition. We report herein a polymerase-compatible dT analog that is highly identifiable in quantum

sequencing. An ethynyl group is introduced as a small gold-binding motif to differentiate the

nucleobase–gold electronic coupling, which has been an overlooked factor in modifying nucleobase

conductance. The resulting C5-ethynyl-20-deoxyuridine exhibits characteristic signal profiles that

allowed its correct identification at a 93% rate while maintaining polymerase compatibility. This study

would expand the applicability of quantum sequencing by demonstrating a robust nucleoside marker

with high identifiability.
Introduction

Single-molecule sequencing has attracted increasing interest as
a powerful methodology for analyzing the heterogeneity of
nucleic acid biosynthesis resulting from DNA replication and
transcription.1–3 Thymidine (dT) and uridine (U) analogs that
exhibit characteristic signal proles in a single-molecule
sequencer play an important role in capturing the dynamic
aspects of these events by serving as bio-compatible markers to
pulse-label elongation sites of nascent DNA or RNA (Fig. 1a,
le). Those nucleoside analogs are applied to cells at a specic
time-point of cellular activities, such as cell division and stim-
ulus–response, to mark nascent DNA or RNA strands synthe-
sized at that time. The following single-molecule decoding of
the DNA and RNA not only identies the sequences of the
individual labeled strands including those of minor pop-
ulations but also affords the length of DNA and the amount of
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RNA synthesized during the pulse-labeling period.1–3 Thus, dT
or U analogs decodable in a single-molecule sequencer are keys
to reveal the dynamics of DNA and RNA synthesis for individual
sequences. Recently, Müller et al. adopted C5-bromo-20-deoxy-
uridine (BrdU) as a dT analog to analyze the strand-specic
movements of DNA replication forks using a biological nano-
pore single-molecule sequencer to unveil the heterogeneous
landscape of the DNA replication dynamics in budding yeast.1

Single-molecule analysis of nucleic acid biosynthesis has now
been extended to RNA demonstrating the sequence-specic
dynamics of its synthesis and degradation.3 However, existing
single-molecule sequencers do not have sufficient throughput
for comprehensive analysis of DNA and RNA in higher eukary-
otes.4 More scalable and durable single-molecule methodology
is needed to achieve further high-throughput analysis.

The quantum sequencer has emerged as a solid-state
framework for electrical single-molecule sequencing.5–7 The
method directly characterizes single nucleotides,8,9 even non-
canonical ones,9–12 based on the tunnel current owing through
a single nucleotide trapped between a pair of nanogap elec-
trodes. The potential compatibility of quantum sequencing
with massive integration on hardware would make it a scalable
platform for single-molecule analysis of DNA and RNA biosyn-
thesis when combined with appropriate dT or U analogs which
exhibit tunnel current proles that can be distinguished from
those of the canonical nucleosides (dA: 20-deoxyadenosine, dC:
20-deoxycytidine, dG: 20-deoxyguanosine, and dT) (Fig. 1).
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10135–10142 | 10135
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Fig. 1 Conceptual illustration of quantum sequencing-based analysis of DNA biosynthesis assisted by a dT analog. (a) Schematic illustration of
pulse-labeling nascent DNA strands using a dT analog (dT*) and quantum sequencing-based analysis. dT* is enzymatically incorporated into
nascent DNA strands to mark the positions where synthesis has occurred during the pulse-labeling period. The quantum sequencer will report
the pattern of DNA replication sites provided that dT* is detectable based on its characteristic tunnel current outputs. (b) The molecular design
strategy of a dT* exhibiting strong tunnel current signals. Introduction of the gold-binding motif is considered to enhance nucleoside
conductance by altering the nucleobase–gold electronic coupling.
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A previous study has reported the design of a highly
conductive 20-deoxyuridine (dU) derivative by modulating the
energy gap between its HOMO and the Fermi level of gold to
allow statistical identication of the nucleoside based on tunnel
current intensity.13 However, the HOMO-based design is
accompanied by introduction of a rigid and bulky aromatic ring
to expand the conjugated p-system of the nucleobase, which
generally impairs polymerase compatibility.14 Thus, no robust
strategy exists for developing a conductive dT analog with
minimal chemical modication that retains its polymerase
compatibility as a genetic alphabet “T”.

Herein, we report a polymerase-compatible dT analog that can
be accurately identied in quantum sequencing. To signicantly
increase the conductance of the dT analog with minimal modi-
cation, we introduce gold-binding motifs at the C5 position of
dU to differentiate the nucleobase–gold electronic coupling that
contributes to charge transport at the metal–molecule interface
(Fig. 1b). Current measurements of the dT analogs reveal that
introduction of the ethynyl group, which involves multiple orbital
interactions including electron donation and back-donation upon
binding to gold, is particularly effective in increasing nucleoside
conductance. The distinct signal proles of C5-ethynyl dU (EtdU)
allowed its discrimination from the canonical nucleosides with
more than 90% correct assignment rates, while the ethynyl group
at the C5 position of dU is small enough to retain polymerase
compatibility. Our results demonstrate the potential of EtdU as
a robust nucleoside marker for the quantum sequencing-based
analysis of DNA synthesis.
Results
Design of a series of dU derivatives modied with gold-
binding motifs

There are two molecular design requirements from physico-
chemical and biochemical points of view to develop a dT analog
10136 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10135–10142
that is efficiently decodable in quantum sequencing for DNA
synthesis analysis (Fig. 1). From a physicochemical point of
view, the dT analog should exhibit tunnel current outputs that
are sufficiently distinctive relative to those of canonical nucle-
osides (dA, dC, dG, and dT) to render it highly identiable.
From a biochemical point of view, the dT analog should be
easily incorporated into DNA without disrupting the DNA
replication process.

A previous study has addressed the physicochemical
requirement by designing a conductive dU derivative with
strong current intensity by reducing the energy gap between its
HOMO and the Fermi level of gold nanogap electrodes.13

However, the HOMO-based approach requires modication of
the nucleobase with an aromatic ring to expand its p-conjuga-
tion. Introduction of the rigid and bulky substituent generally
impedes polymerase recognition of the nucleoside as a genetic
alphabet “T”,14 and thus does not satisfy the biochemical
requirement.

Electronic coupling between the nucleobase and nanogap
electrodes is the other important factor contributing to charge
transport in single-molecule conduction.15,16 In this study, we
focus on this property as a promising factor to differentiate
nucleoside conductance with minimal chemical modication.
Electronic coupling is characterized by the orbital overlap
between the molecule and the electrode. The conductivity of
aromatic rings trapped between metal gap electrodes is
dramatically inuenced by gold-binding exocyclic substitu-
ents.17,18 This suggests that even structurally small functional
groups can dramatically alter nucleoside conductance by
changing the nucleobase–gold electronic coupling while main-
taining polymerase compatibility of the dT analog. We
hypothesize that the introduction of an exocyclic gold-binding
group that is absent in canonical dT will increase nucleobase
conductance by altering the gold–nucleobase electronic
coupling (Fig. 1b).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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As candidates for a highly conductive dT analog, we designed
a series of dU derivatives modied with different gold-binding
motifs at the C5 position where small structural modications
are oen tolerated in polymerase recognition.19,20 Fig. 2a shows
the chemical structures of the analogs evaluated in this study:
C5-amino dU (AmdU), C5-cyano dU (CNdU), and C5-ethynyl dU
(EtdU). Selection of the functional groups was based on their
ability to bind reversibly to gold, but with characteristic modes
of interaction (Fig. 2b). The amino group can strongly interact
with gold by the lone pair on the nitrogen atom that is conju-
gated with the aromatic ring.21 The cyano group also has
a nitrogen lone pair as a potential gold-binding moiety,22

although it is not conjugated with the aromatic ring. The
ethynyl group has structure similar to that of the cyano group,
but its mode of interaction is different. Although it lacks a lone
pair, the carbon–carbon triple bond interacts strongly with gold
via multiple interactions that include p-electron donation to
Fig. 2 Design of dT analogs and their current measurement by the quant
(AmdU), cyano (CNdU), and ethynyl (EtdU) groups. (b) Schematic illust
exocyclic substituents of the nucleobase and a gold electrode. (c) Typic
panel) Signal features evaluated in this study. Ave is the average value o
coefficient of variation of the current signal in a single pulse that represe
standard deviation of the current (SD) by the current amplitude (Ave). (Lo
indicate the baseline and themagnitude of the Ave values. The table on th
plot of 75th percentile (p75) values of Ave (x-axis) and CV (y-axis) for dT, d
the p75 values obtained from more than four independent measurement
errors for each nucleoside.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
gold and back-donation from gold to the p* orbital of the
ethynyl group.23 By comparing dT analogs with these modi-
cations, the gold-binding motifs effective in differentiating the
nucleoside analog conductance from those of the canonical
nucleosides would be extracted.
Evaluation of the tunnel current proles of the dU derivatives

To evaluate the conductance of the dT analog and canonical
nucleosides, we performed current measurements at 0.1 V bias
voltage using a 0.6 nm gold gap prepared by the mechanically
controlled break junction (MCBJ) method as previously re-
ported.24 When a nucleoside sample was applied, positive
current pulses were observed as electrical signals (Fig. 2c and
S1†). We adopted the average value of an individual current
pulse (Ave) as a measure of detected conductance (Fig. 2d).
Boxplots of Ave values constructed from all detected signals
showed that the Ave proles of the dT analogs had large
um sequencer. (a) Chemical structures of C5-modified dUs with amino
ration exemplifying the presumed mode of interaction between the
al time traces of current in measurements of dT and EtdU. (d) (Upper
f the current in a single pulse representing signal intensity. CV is the
nts the scale of current fluctuation. CV is calculated by normalizing the
wer panels) Representative signals of dT and EtdU. The bold black lines
e right contains the Ave and CV values calculated for each signal. (e) 2D
G, and the C5-modified dUs. Error bars indicate the standard errors of
sets. The lower table contains the averaged p75 values � the standard
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Fig. 3 Discrimination of dT analogs from the canonical nucleosides. (a) Confusion matrices indicating the base-assignment rates in the clas-
sification of three nucleosides (dT, dG, and EtdU or AmdU) based on 2D-statistical processing of Ave and CV values. Signal coverage ¼ 30. (b)
Confusionmatrices indicating the base-assignment rate in the classification of five nucleosides (dT, dC, dA, dG, and EtdU) based on 2D-statistical
processing of Ave and CV values. Signal coverage¼ 40. (c) Plots of the correct base-assignment rates of each nucleoside against signal coverage
in the classification of three nucleosides (dT, dG, and one of the dT analogs). The correct assignment rates converge rapidly by 2D-statistical
processing of the signal features (lower panels) compared with the 1D-statistical processing of Ave (upper panels).

Chemical Science Edge Article
distributions which were overlapped with each other especially
in the low-value region (Fig. S1†). There were distinct differ-
ences in the frequency of large Ave values among the nucleo-
sides. Therefore, we assume that the proles in the large-value
region represent the characteristic conductance of each nucle-
oside as previously reported.12 For simplicity, the 75th percen-
tile (p75), which is a statistical parameter in the large-value
region, was adopted as the representative indicator of Ave.
Comparison of averaged p75 values obtained from more than
four independent measurement sets shows that the modied
dT analogs have greater Ave values than canonical dT (Fig. 2e).
10138 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10135–10142
EtdU exhibits the particularly high conductance, even when
compared with dG, which is the most conductive canonical
nucleoside12,25 (Fig. 2e and S2†).

We also found that each nucleoside exhibits a characteristic
prole in the coefficient of variation (CV) of the current values
recorded during an individual current pulse (Fig. 2d and e). The
CV is a dimensionless quantity calculated by normalizing the
standard deviation (SD) by the average value (Ave). Therefore,
the CV value represents the scale of current uctuation in
a signal pulse relative to the signal amplitude. Though the
boxplots of CV values constructed from all detected signals were
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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overlapped between the nucleosides due to the wide distribu-
tion (Fig. S1†), statistical comparison of p75 shows that the CV
values of the dT analogs tend to be greater than that of
canonical dT (Fig. 2e). EtdU and AmdU also exhibit greater CV
values than those of canonical dC, dA, and dG (Fig. 2e and S2†).
These observations indicate that the current uctuation repre-
sented by the CV value can be used as a feature to characterize
nucleosides in addition to the signal intensity represented by
Ave. EtdU exhibits particularly large Ave and CV proles (Fig. 2e
and S2†), which indicates its ability to be distinguished from
the canonical nucleosides via two-dimensional (2D) statistical
processing of Ave and CV.
Two-dimensional statistical base-assignment of EtdU using
Ave and CV values

To evaluate the ability of EtdU to be identied in quantum
sequencing, we undertook a base-assignment program based
on 2D statistical processing of the signals in terms of Ave and
CV (Fig. S3; see ESI† for procedural details). The results show
that EtdU was identied with a greater than 95% correct
assignment rate with thirty-signal coverage in the classication
of dT, dG, and EtdU, while the corresponding assignment rate
was 82% for AmdU (Fig. 3a). In particular, the correct assign-
ment of EtdU reached 93% with forty-signal coverage even when
classifying ve nucleosides containing all the canonical
Fig. 4 Current measurements of oligonucleotides containing or lacking
otide translocated near the gap electrodes. (b) Typical time traces of 3-me
EtdU (50-d(TGT)-30). The right-hand panels show expanded traces of
histograms of the electrical features calculated from the current plateau
(Ave), and the y-axis indicates the scale of current fluctuation (CV). The
normalized by the highest count in each of the histograms.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
nucleosides (Fig. 3b). Thus, EtdU is accurately distinguished
from the canonical nucleosides due to its characteristic Ave and
CV proles. Strikingly, the correct assignment of EtdU by 2D
processing of Ave and CV exceeded 90% with much less signal
coverage than the 1D statistical processing of Ave (Fig. 3c).
Although the high identiability of EtdU is attributed primarily
to its high Ave prole, as shown by the 1D statistical processing
of Ave (Fig. 3c), this result indicates that both Ave and CV
changed upon introduction of the ethynyl group concertedly
contribute to the accurate identication of EtdU.

dT analogs that can be detected by single-molecule tech-
niques have been used as nucleoside markers to enzymatically
label nascent DNA strands for strand-specic annotation of
DNA replication patterns.1,2,26,27 Envisioning the potential use of
EtdU as a nucleoside marker for quantum sequencing-based
analysis of DNA synthesis, we further evaluated the capability
of EtdU for enzymatic incorporation into DNA as a genetic
alphabet “T”. EtdU has been used to label nascent DNA strands
in cellular contexts for microscopic imaging.28–30 We performed
primer extension with EtdU triphosphate using a polymerase
with proofreading activity to evaluate the enzymatic incorpo-
ration rate of EtdU. The production of full-length (41 bp) DNA
was conrmed in a similar manner between the cases adopting
dT and EtdU as a genetic alphabet “T” (Fig. S4†). We also carried
out PCR amplication of the human TNFa gene (702 bp) to
conrm the applicability of EtdU triphosphate as a substrate for
EtdU. (a) Schematic illustration of the EtdU-incorporated oligonucle-
r oligonucleotides containing EtdU (50-d(XGT)-30; X¼ EdU) and lacking
the current indicated by red squares in the left-hand panels. (c) 2D
s of oligonucleotide signals. The x-axis indicates the current intensity
depth of the red color reflects the relative frequency of each segment

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10135–10142 | 10139
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the replication of longer DNA sequences and established that
PCR products using dT triphosphate and EtdU triphosphate
were amplied in a similar way (Fig. S4†). These results indicate
that EtdU is enzymatically incorporated into DNA with high
efficiency.
Tunnel current proles of the EtdU-incorporated
oligonucleotide sequence

The high identiability of EtdU (Fig. 3) and its efficient enzy-
matic incorporation into DNA (Fig. S4†) suggest the potential
utility of EtdU as a DNA replication marker. To further validate
the applicability of EtdU towards quantum sequencing-based
DNA replication analysis, we investigated its detectability in
the DNA strand by evaluating the signal prole of an oligonu-
cleotide containing EtdU (Fig. 4a). Here, there are two levels of
criteria to be conrmed; (1) EtdU is discriminable from the
unmodied dT, which is essential to judge whether a decoded
sequence of interest is a nascent strand whose dT is replaced
with EtdU, and (2) EtdU exhibits higher conductivity compared
with dG that is the most conductive among the canonical
nucleosides (Fig. S2†)12,25 in order to verify the statistical
discriminability of EtdU in the oligonucleotide from all the
canonical nucleosides including dA and dC. To test whether
EtdU exhibits characteristic signal proles compared with dT
and dG, we designed a 3-mer oligonucleotide containing dT, dG
and EtdU as a model sequence (50-d(XGT)-30, X ¼ EdU) and
conducted the current measurement (Fig. 4a and b).

For statistical analysis of signals, we extracted the current
plateaus that correspond to each of the single trapping events of
the nucleobases (Fig. S5†). At the present stage, it is not
necessarily easy to conclusively assign a nucleoside to each
single current plateau due to the overlap of the Ave and CV
distributions between the nucleosides (Fig. S2†). However, the
statistical comparison of the signal features shows that the
count of current plateaus with high intensity (Ave) or large
uctuation (CV) increased for the 50-d(XGT)-30 sequence
compared with the oligonucleotide lacking EtdU (50-d(TGT)-30)
(Fig. 4c and S5†). More specically, current plateaus with an Ave
value greater than 40 pA or a CV value greater than 0.3 were
characteristic of 50-d(XGT)-30 and were attributed to the pres-
ence of EtdU in the oligonucleotide. When compared with
“mono”-EtdU (Fig. S1†), the 50-d(XGT)-30 sequence provided
signals with both large Ave and large CV values less frequently,
supposedly because certain molecular orientations of EtdU that
produce such signals were inhibited in the oligonucleotide due
to increased steric hindrance near the gap electrode. However,
this result indicates that EtdU exhibits characteristic signals
with statistically greater signal intensities or larger current
uctuations compared with the canonical nucleosides in the
oligonucleotide.
Discussion

We nd the dT analog that can be accurately identied in the
quantum sequencing towards single-molecule analysis of DNA
synthesis (Fig. 3). To this aim, we introduced gold-binding
10140 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10135–10142
motifs at the C5 position of dU to differentiate gold–nucleo-
base electronic coupling which has been an overlooked factor in
modifying nucleobase conductance.12,13 This strategy has led to
the increase of the nucleobase conductance with minimal
modications. In particular, it has been demonstrated that the
ethynyl group is a key structural motif in dramatically differ-
entiating the signal proles of the dT analog from those of
canonical nucleosides while maintaining polymerase compati-
bility. C5-ethynyl dU (EtdU) was correctly identied at a 93%
rate with forty-signal coverage in the classication of ve
nucleosides including all canonical nucleosides in addition to
EtdU (Fig. 3b). The high identiability of EtdU and its efficient
enzymatic incorporation into DNA (Fig. S4†)28–30 collectively
indicate that EtdU will be a powerful marker of DNA replication
sites decodable in quantum sequencing-based analysis.

Considering that EtdU would be applied to the living cells in
the practical use, it is also important whether EtdU can be used
without signicant cytotoxicity. Though EtdU exhibits cytotox-
icity and causes cell cycle arrest upon long-term treatment over
one cell cycle,31,32 the effect on the cell viability is negligible in
the short-term treatment.31 Since the time to pulse-label DNA
replication sites should be much shorter than a single cell cycle
to site-specically mark DNA strands elongated at a specic
time point, EtdU may be applicable without signicant pertur-
bation of cellular functions. Actually, EtdU has been widely
applied to living cells as a chemical marker for microscopic
imaging of DNA replication.28–30 Müller et al. have pioneered the
comprehensive proling of DNA replication dynamics by
capturing genome replication of the budding yeast using
a single-molecule sequencer based on the protein nanopore.1

The quantum sequencer may offer a more scalable and durable
solid-state platform towards single-molecule proling of the
DNA replication dynamics in higher eukaryotes in combination
with EtdU.

Though the combination of EtdU and the quantum
sequencer is promising as discussed above, it is also the fact
that there are rooms for the quantum sequencers to be
improved at the current stage. The large overlap of the signal
features between nucleobases makes it difficult to accurately
identify dA and dC (Fig. 3b) and to reliably assign a nucleobase
to each current plateau of oligonucleotide signals. This issue
can be attributed to the random orientation of nucleobases
passing near the nanogap electrodes. For the practical appli-
cation, it is necessary to integrate a methodology to control the
orientation and the unidirectional ow of DNA near the nano-
gap with the quantum sequencer. Regarding this point, prom-
ising nanotechnologies have been proposed to control the
dynamics of DNA in a nano-space so far.33–35

In this study, the ethynyl group is the most effective among
the substituents tested in increasing nucleoside conductance
(Fig. 2e and S1†). This observation is consistent with the fact
that p-diethynylbenzene exhibits greater conductance than the
p-diaminobenzene and p-dicyanobenzene evaluated as model
aromatic compounds (Fig. S6†). The unmistakable increase in
molecular conductance upon ethynyl modication in the
quantum sequencer can be attributed to the unique mode of
alkyne coordination to metal electrodes, as previously studied
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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for acetylene.36 The interaction of acetylene with metal elec-
trodes involves multiple molecular orbitals including p and p*

orbitals of the carbon–carbon triple bond engaged in electron-
donating and back-donating interactions. In that case, the
tunneling current is mediated by the multiple orbitals that
interact with the metal electrodes, which concertedly contribute
to charge transport through the metal–molecule interface. The
combined involvement of multiple orbitals in charge transport
through the ethynyl–gold interface might impart high conduc-
tivity to ethynyl-modied molecules (EtdU and p-
diethynylbenzene).

In addition to current intensity, we also nd that the scale of
current uctuation represented by the CV is characteristic of
each dT analog (Fig. 2e). This observation indicates that the
scale of current uctuation is also an important feature that
facilitates identication of the molecules. For example, EtdU
was discriminated from the canonical nucleosides with greater
accuracy and efficiency via 2D characterization using Ave and
CV values compared to 1D characterization using only Ave
values (Fig. 3c and S7†). In addition, though the conductance of
AmdU was less different from that of dT and dG than that of
EtdU was (Fig. 2e and S2†), the correct assignment of AmdU
exceeded 90% in classication of dT, dG, and AmdU via 2D-
signal characterization with y-signal coverage probably
owing to its characteristic CV prole (Fig. 3c). Therefore,
rational control of current uctuations should lead to further
improvements in developing dT analogs that are decodable by
quantum sequencing. From a chemical perspective, this would
be the next challenge, which might be tackled by the design and
evaluation of a series of dT analogs that have different exocyclic
substituents with varied uctuations of the orbital interactions
with gold and orbital anisotropies to elucidate their correlations
with the current uctuation.

Conclusions

We have developed a polymerase-compatible dT analog with
high identiability in quantum sequencing via 2D character-
ization of signal proles in terms of current intensities and
uctuations. The dT analog, C5-ethynyl dU (EtdU), was correctly
identied at a 93% rate in the classication of ve nucleosides
including all canonical ones based on its characteristic signal
prole. The ease of identifying EtdU in quantum sequencing is
attributed to the increase in conductance brought about by
ethynyl group introduced to differentiate its nucleobase–gold
electronic coupling from that of the canonical nucleosides. The
structurally small ethynyl group also retains the polymerase
compatibility of EtdU as a genetic alphabet “T”. The fact that the
nucleobase conductance was tuned by a small aurophilic motif
offers chemical insight to the design of nucleoside analogs
according to users' demands in DNA replication analysis and
other applications including RNA synthesis and chemical
modication analysis, when combined with available labeling
methodologies of nascent RNA strands3,30,37,38 and modied
nucleobases.39–41 Therefore, this study represents an important
step towards expanding the applicability of quantum
sequencing to single-molecule analysis of genomic events.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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